for the D-branes it recovers twisted K-theory, rationally, but for the M-branes it gives cohomotopy cohomology theory.
p-branes on these space-times (" * " indicates branes without a standard name).
However, the super Dp-branes and the M-theory p = 5-brane do not show up; and the web of dualities is not visible.
space-time dimensions [18, 19] (see [20] ). These GreenSchwarz-type sigma models for super p-branes turn out to have a deep supergeometric origin [21] which implies the remakable fact that they are mathematically classified by the Spin-invariant super Lie algebra cohomology of super Minkowski space-times [22] . This classification higher cocycles (see Figure 7 ). On these higher extensions (such as the m2brane super Lie 3-algebra) new L ∞ -cocycles appear (such as that for the super M5-brane) which were missing from the old brane scan (Table 1) . We discuss review process in Section 6.
[ 23, 22, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] has come to be known as the old brane scan, reproduced in Table 1 above.
The old brane scan is striking in its combined success and shortcoming: On the one hand it shows that the mathematical principle of cohomology of super spacetime governs the spectrum of super p-branes of various dimensions, notably of super membranes and thus of at least some shadow of M-theory; on the other hand various super p-branes fail to show up in the old brane scan: notably all the Dp-branes in D = 10 ( [29] , see [30] ) as well as the super 5-brane in D = 11 [31] [20, Sec. 5.2] are missing from the old brane scan. Moreover, the old brane scan knows nothing about branes in their incarnation as space-time singularities (black branes [32, 33] ), nor about the web of dualities [10, Ch. 6] . This used to be an open problem [10, p. 6-7] , [34] .
The new brane bouquet. In [5] we pointed out (building on [35] and [36] ) that the problem is not with the basic principle of the old brane scan (cohomology of superspace), but with the mathematical generality in which this is understood:
If we pass from classical Lie theory to the homotopy theory of homotopy Lie algebras, also known as L ∞ -algebras or Lie n-algebras (see [36, Sec . 6] ) and further to L ∞ -algebroids [37, Appendix] , then a wealth of previously invisible higher structure (see [38] ) emanate:
i) The previously missing super p-branes emerge to make a complete brane bouquet (see Figure 1 ), as does their a) Dirac charge quantization (rationally) with: -D-branes charged in twisted K-theory [4, 4] , -M2/M5-branes charged in Cohomotopy [1] ; b) brane intersection laws [5, Sec. 3] , c) incarnation as black brane ADE-singularities [11] d) with their instanton contribution [11, Sec. 6.2] .
ii) The duality relations among the branes emerge: a) S-duality [5, Sec. 4.3] , b) T-duality [8] , c) M/IIA-duality [4, 6] .
Super homotopy theory
If history is anything to go by, understanding fundamental physics goes hand-in-hand with fundamental mathematics [40] [41] [42] . This is reminiscent of an old prophecy 1 which suggests that unraveling the true nature of string/Mtheory requires new concepts that would become available only in the 21st century.
Homotopy theory and the gauge principle. One development that the new millenium has brought is the blossoming of homotopy theory (see e.g. [44] ) into an immensely rich (see e.g. [45, 46] ), powerful (see [47, 48] ) and foundational theory (see [49] ). Homotopy theory indeed serves as a new foundation of mathematics [50] , much like set theory, but with the difference that homotopy theory natively incorporates the gauge principle [51] : by the gauge principle, no two things x, y (e.g. field histories) may ever be assumed to be equal or not; instead the proposition of their equality is refined to the space of gauge transformations (homotopies)
between them, gauge-of-gauge transformations (homotopies of homotopies)
between these, second order gauge transformations
between those, and so on.
If here x, y are higher connections on higher bundles (see [36] ), then this precisely reproduces the familiar notion of higher gauge transformation between higher gauge fields [52] [53] [54] (see [55] for review); for example of the combined gauge field and B-field in heterotic string theory [37] , or the C-field in 11d supergravity [56, 57, 39] .
More generally, the homotopy-theoretic gauge principle captures also space-time re-identifications in orbifolds and unifies these with the higher gauge transformations of higher gauge fields (see Table 4 ) to structures in differential equivariant cohomology. This turns out to capture M-theoretic "hidden degrees of freedom" inside orbifold singularities (Section 10 below.) Figure 2 Order and chaos emerging from the sphere spectrum S. Shown are the generators of the first 999 homotopy groups of S at prime 5 (graphics due to [58] , based on [45] ). In order to manage this richness of homotopy theory, there are controlled approximations, such as rational homotopy theory ( Figure 3 ). Supergeometry and the Pauli exclusion principle. Another principle of fundamental physics is the Pauli exclusion principle, mathematically reflected in the statement that the phase space of any physical system with fermions (not necessarily a supersymmetric theory!) is a supergeometric space (a "superspace" [59] )) whose odd-graded coordinates
reflect the fermionic field configurations (see [60] ). Such geometric qualities (differential geometry, supergeometry, etc.) are naturally realized in homotopy theory in its refinement to geometric homotopy theory known as higher topos theory [61] , [47] (see also [62] ).
Super homotopy theory. Hence we take super homotopy theory H to be the geometric homotopy theory generated by infinitesimal thickenings of the Cartesian superspaces R d |N (see [62, 63] ), or rather by orbifold singularities of this form. By the general principles of higher topos theory (see [62] ) this means that objects in super homotopy theory are those generalized spaces which may be probed, up to higher gauge transformation, by mapping super singularities into them; see Figure 3 . In other words, these are spaces as seen by classical higher-gauged super sigma models.
One could think of this higher topos H of super homotopy theory as the natural theoretical context which unifies orbi-space-time supergeometry (hence gravity) with moduli stacks classifying differential equivariant generalized cohomology theories (hence higher gauge fields), as indicated in Table 4 .
The music of the spheres. Homotopy theory is immensely rich. Already the simplest homotopy types by number of cells -the spheres -exhibit an endless richness of subtle patterns and apparent chaos in their homotopy groups, even if they are "stabilized" and organized in the sphere spectrum S ("the music of the spheres" [45] ; see Figure 2 for an impression). At the same time, the sphere spectrum is the most canonical object in homotopy mathematics: equipped with its canonical ring spectrum structure (an appropriate way of doing multiplication in (co)homology), it is the homotopy-theoretic refinement of the ring of integers in classical mathematics -the "real integers". Much of modern homotopy theory, notably chromatic homotopy theory, is a grandiose attack on analyzing the sphere spectrum by approximating it stagewise, such as by complex cobordism or topological modular forms, all of which have striking but still somewhat mysterious relations to string theory.
More concretely, in super homotopy theory we see the sphere spectrum emerge as a core ingredient of microscopic M-theory [39] as indicated below in Section 12.
Dealing with this richness leads, in a first step, to rational homotopy theory.
Rational super homotopy theory and higher super Lie theory
Rational homotpy theory and higher Lie integration. Various tools exist for extracting and analyzing certain aspects of homotopy theory in a controlled approximation. A basic such tool is rational homotopy theory (see [64, 65] ) where torsion-subgroups of cohomology and of homotopy groups are ignored (hence those Abelian groups that vanish under rationalization, i.e., under tensor product of Abelian groups with the additive group of rational numbers). The key result of rational homotopy theory is that, in this approximation, homotopy types with nilpotent fundamental groups are entirely characterized by differentialgraded commutative algebras [66, 67] of the kind familiar in modern mathematical physics.
The super algebraic version of these differentialgraded algebras (or dg-algebras for short) have come to be known as "FDAs" in the supergravity literature ( [68, 69] , following [70] ). Under Koszul duality, we may equivalently think of these as being the Chevalley-Eilenberg algebras of super L ∞ -algebras (or, more generally, super L ∞ -algebroids) [5] , see [63] :
FDAs terminology common in supergravity [70, 68, 69] (5) In accord with the super L ∞ -algebraic interpretation of "FDAs", the Sullivan construction of rational homotopy theory [66] may naturally be enhanced to a higher super analog of the process of Lie integration of Lie algebras to Lie groups [71, 54] [65, Sec. 3.] (see [63] ). This is indicated in Figure 3 , where the equivalence SuperL ∞ Algbd nil CE
− − →

FDAs
op appears on the left as part of a larger picture.
We now say some of this in more detail.
Super dg-algebra. A differential graded-commutative superalgebra is a Z×Z 2 -graded algebra, hence with bigrad-
and equipped with a derivation d of degree (1, even), which is a differential, i.e., satisfies d 2 = 0. Here "gradedcommutative" may be interpreted with respect to either of two sign rules used in the literature, as shown in Figure  5 .
Example -Super cartesian space A super Cartesian space
R D,N has algebra of functions
Derived from this, the algebra of differential forms on Super cartesian space is the differential graded-commutative superalgebra free over C . The "FDA"s or "CIS"s in the supergravity literature [70, 68] i.e.,
Example -Super Lie algebras For g a super Lie algebra of finite dimension, its Chevalley-Eilenberg algebra is the differential graded-commutative superalgebra
equipped with the differential d g which is the linear dual of the super Lie bracket 
has Chevalley-Eilenberg algebra given by
with differential given by Homomorphisms of super Lie algebras (of finite dimension) are in natural bijection with the "dual" homomorphisms of dgc-superalgebras between their ChevalleyEilenberg algebras:
Technically this says that forming CE-algebras constitutes a full embedding
of the category of super Lie algebras (of finite dimension) into the opposite category of differential gradedcommutative superalgebras (in supergravity: "FDA"s). This makes the following definition immediate:
A super L ∞ -algebra of finite type is i) a Z-graded super vector space g, degreewise of finite dimension; ii) for all n ≥ 1 a multilinear map
of degree (−1, even), such that the degree 1 graded derivation
is a differential (i.e. it squares to zero:
These data define a dgc-superalgebra
Hence super L ∞ algebras with (possibly "curved") L ∞ -morphisms between them form the larger full subcategory
obtained from that of plain super Lie algebras simply by dropping the assumption that the underlying super vector space is concentrated in degree zero [36, Def. 13] .
Line Lie n-algebras. A simple but important example of L ∞ -algebras are the higher analogs R[n] of the Abelian Lie algebra R. These are defined as having ChevalleyEilenberg algebra generated from a single element in degre (n + 1, even) and vanishing differential. The corresponding L ∞ -algebras consist of the vector space R concentrated in degree n endowed with the trivial differential and brackets ; see Table 6 . Now that we have introduced some terminology and seen a few basic examples, we can understand algebraic models in rational homotopy theory as providing for any connected topological space X with nilpotent fundamental group an infinitesimal approximation of its loop ∞-group ΩX by an L ∞ -algebra (see [77, Sec. 2] ). We will write lX for the minimal such L ∞ -algebra, hence for the one whose Chevalley-Eilenberg algebra CE lX is the Sullivan model dgc-algebra ("FDA") of X . This is summarized in Table 6 . 
Higher structure from higher cocycles
Homotopy theory as a microscope. A key aspect of homotopy theory is that it serves as a mathematical microscope that reveals intrinsic structure invisible to 'nonhomotopy theory'. This extra information seen by homotopy theory is what is being alluded to by the plethora of adjectives that the literature uses for homotopy-theoretic improvements of non-homotopy theoretic concepts, such as "enhanced" triangulated category, "derived" functor, "derived" geometry, "higher" structure, "higher" geometry.
The following is a simple but important example of this phenomenon:
Cocycles and extensions. Given a Lie algebra g, a classical fact of non-homotopy theory is that Lie algebra 2-cocycles [ω 2 ] ∈ H 2 (g) classify Lie algebras g which are central ex-
While of course it is straightforward to check that there is this isomorphism, non-homotopy theory is speechless regarding its meaning. This is reflected in the fact that non-homotopy theory has no answer to the evident followup question; if 2-cocycles classify central extensions, then:
"What do higher cocycles classify?" For example, the Lie algebra su(n) itself (for n ≥ 2) carries no non-trivial 2-cocycle, but it carries, a non-trivial 3-cocycle (in fact precisely one, up to rescaling) given on elements x, y, z ∈ su(n) by
where [−, −] is the Lie bracket, and 〈−, −〉 the Killing form. This cocycle controls both the SU(n) WZW-model as well as SU(n)p-Chern-Simons theory (see [78, 55, 79] for the higher-structure perspective on this phenomenon) and hence is crucial both in field theory (gauge instantons) as well as in string theory (rational CFT compactifications).
Classifying objects for cocycles. The key to understanding higher cocycles on ordinary Lie algebras is to observe that they become representable when regarded within L ∞ -algebra theory (see Figure 7) : Unwinding of the definitions shows that a (p + 2)-cocycle µ p+2 on a super Lie algebra g is equivalently an
from Table 6 . This means that the higher Lie algebra (24) plays the role of a classifying space in higher Lie theory, as reflected in our notation. One checks that under this identification, the central extension classified by a 2-cocycle is equivalently just the homotopy fiber of its classifying map. But the concept of homotopy fiber is defined generally, hence applies also to higher cocycles.
We say that a higher central extension of a super L ∞ -algebra is the homotopy fiber of a higher cocycle on it. We showed in [5, Prop. 3.5] [80, Theorem 3.1.1.13] that, in coordinates, this reproduces just the construction of "FDA"s in [68] . The string Lie 2-algebra. In the example of the above 3-cocycle on su(n), the higher central extension that it classifies is called the string Lie 2-algebra (see [36] 
su(2)
This is a Lie 2-algebra which is a R[1]-central extension of su (2) . The string Lie 2-algebra governs the Green-Schwarz mechanism of the heterotic string [37] , whence the name. See Table 7 .
Traditional Lie theory Higher Lie theory
homotopy fiber Hence in higher Lie theory, starting with a Lie algebra g, every higher cocycle gives a higher central extension L ∞ -algebra g; and then every higher L ∞ -cocycle on that gives a further higher central extension L ∞ -algebra g and so ever on.
Furthermore, since there may be more than one cocycle in each step, there is a whole bouquet of higher central extensions [5] :
e e g 3 y y (27)
Emergent super space-time
With the general principles of super homotopy theory and of the process of higher central extensions in hand, we now begin the discussion of the brane bouquet ( Figure  1 ) by indicating how various super space-times emerge out of the superpoint [7] , forming the "trunk" of the brane bouquet. We will spell this out in detail only in the first two The N = 1 superpoint. By the general discussion in Section 3, the algebra of functions on the N = 1 superpoint R 0|1 is generated by one single odd-graded coordinate 
Therefore, its Chevalley-Eilenberg algebra has vanishing differential and is generated by a single generator d θ (the linear dual to Q) which is odd-graded but also carries unit cohomological degree: 
Hence ψ∧ψ is a non-trivial super Lie algebra 2-cocycle on the superpoint super Lie algebra. By the general formula ( Figure 7 ) this means that this 2-cocycle ψ ∧ ψ on R
0|1
classifies a non-trivial super Lie algebra extension by a single new bosonic element P , with super Lie brackets given by
This is the translational part R 1|1 of the D = 1, N = 1 supersymmetry super Lie algebra, hence the 1+0-dimensional super Minkowski space-time, acting on itself by super translations.
Dually, its Chevalley-Eilenberg algebra is CE R 1|1 = R e = dx (1,even) , ψ = dθ
The N = 2 superpoint. Similarly, the N = 2 superpoint R 0|2 has algebra of functions
where the sign rule ( Figure 5 ) says that the two generators anti-commute:
The Chevalley-Eilenberg algebra of the corresponding translational supersymmetry super Lie algebra is
Due to the bi-grading, the sign rule ( Figure 5 ) now says that these generators commute with each other in the Chevalley-Eilenberg algebra:
Emergences of D = 3 super Minkowski space-time. By the same argument as before, this means that all three wedge squares
are nontrivial super Lie algebra 2-cocycles on R 0|2 . Since there are three distinct such, the space of 2-cocycles on R 0|2 is 3-dimensional, and hence the universal central extension of R 0|1 has three extra even generators P + , P − ,
It remains to identify what the general formula ( Figure  7 ) for the super Lie bracket in this universal extensions gives. We claim that if we identify
then this super Lie bracket is that of the translational D = 3 N = 1 supersymmetry super Lie algebra, with nontrivial super Lie bracket the usual
where C αβ is the charge conjugation matrix. For this, observe (see [82] for review) the exceptional isomorphism Spin(2, 1) SL(2, R) (42) under which the irreducible real Spin(2, 1)-representation is simply
via the canonical action of SL(2, R). Moreover, using the identification of real inner product spaces
of 3d bosonic Minkowski space-time, with the symmetric real 2 × 2 matrices (the "real Pauli matrices"), the bilinear spinor-to-vector pairing is given just by matrix multiplication of row vectors with column vectors. But since the 3-dimensional space of cocycles found above is manifestly identified with that of symmetric 2 × 2 real matrices, the claim follows.
Emergence of exceptional space-time. In the previous discussion we doubled supersymmetry by passing from the N = 1 superpoint to the N = 2 superpoint. In the same manner one may discuss superpoints of higher supersymmetry and their central extensions. Skipping ahead, consider the superpoint R 0|32 . By the directly analogous argument as before, it follows that its maximal central extension is by the space of symmetric real 32 × 32-matrices, which is of dimension 528. The result is readily seen [2, Sec. 4.3] to be an "exceptional generalized geometry"-version of D = 11 space-time in the sense of [83] , hence denoted R 10,1|32 exc in Figure 1 . For further discussion of this branch of the brane bouquet, we refer to [2, 3] . . What singles out the specific super space-times in the brane bouquet, however, is that they are not random central extensions, but rather universal invariant central extensions.
The brane bouquet
With superspace-time having emerged from the superpoint (Section 5) by a sequence of ordinary invariant central extensions, terminating in 11-dimensional super Minkowski space-time, we may now look for further higher invariant central extensions (Table 7) , first of superspace-time itself, and then iterating. We indicate here (see Figure 8 and Figure 9 ) how this produces the brane bouquet shown in Figure 1 .
Old brane scan cocycles. At the first stage, the invariant higher central extensions of super Minkowski space-time are classified by the invariant higher Lie algebra cocycles of the corresponding ordinary translational supersymmetry super Lie algebras. These have been classified by a variety of methods [23, 22, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] and constitute the "old brane scan" (Table 1) .
In particular, in the "critical" dimensions one finds:
i) The maximal invariant 3-cocycle on ten-dimensional super Minkowski space-time is
and this is the curvature of the WZW term for the Green-Schwarz superstring [17] .
Invariant higher central extension
Cocycles / WZW-terms IIA superstring
as WZW term [17] as cocycle [21] [22]
as WZW term [18] as cocycle [68] [22] Table 8 The branes without tensor multiplets (without gauge fields) on their world-volume arise in the brane bouquet as the invariant higher central extensions of super space-time itself. These are the branes captured also by the old brane scan ( Figure 1 ). The remaining branes arise in the next higher stage of the brane bouquet ( Figure 9 ).
ii) The maximal invariant 4-cocycle on super Minkowski space-time is
and this the curvature of the higher WZE term for the supermembrane [19] .
This situation is summarized in Table 8 .
Higher super Minkowski space-time. That each of these cocycles in turn defines a new "FDA" with a higher-degree generator added has been emphasized back in [68] and developed into general theory of higher dimensional supergravity [69] . These "FDA"-extensions were re-amplified in [35] and termed extended superspace-times there. 2 Finally the interpretation of these as the Chevalley-Eilenberg 2 Beware the potential conflict of terminology with "extended supersymmetry", which refers to higher N , instead.
super Dp-branes
Cocycles / WZW-terms
as WZW term [29] as cocycle [35] [84]
super five-brane
as WZW term [31] as cocycle [68] [35] Table 9 The branes with tensor multiplets (gauge fields or higher gauge fields) on their world-volume arise in the brane bouquet as the invariant higher central extensions of the higher extensions corresponding to the branes without tensor multiplets ( Figure 8 ). This relation also gives the intersection laws algebras of corresponding higher super L ∞ -algebra extensions (as per Table 7 ) is due to [5] (following [36] and using [80, Theorem 3.1.1.13]). In terms of higher homotopy-theoretic geometry this means [85] that these are higher gerbes on super space-time (here in their rational/infinitesimal approximation): infinitesimal higher super gerbes over super space-time
brane WZW terms / super cocycles (48) Branes with tensor multiplets. These higher super
Minkowski space-times string IIA/B and m2brane (from Figure 8 ) now turn out to carry further invariant cocycles, corresponding to the D-branes and the M5-brane. This is how the brane bouquet completes and then goes beyond the old brane scan. This situation is shown in Table 9 . 
Brane charge quantization
After the bouquet has developed (Section 6), we may, conversely, ask whether its branches, corresponding to single isolated p-brane species, may be descended back and unified into a single cocycle in generalized cohomology. Here we review how this operation discovers, that rationally:
i) the unified F1/Dp-brane charge is in twisted K-theory [4, Sec. 4] ii) the unified M2/M5-brane cocycle is in degree-4 Cohomotopy cohomology theory [1] .
Before discussing the computation, the following comment is in order.
Open question of brane charge quantization. The first statement above resonates with established folklore [95, 96] , while the second matches with an observation about the charge structure of the C-field in 11-dimensional supergravity that was made only more recently, in [97, Sec. 2.5]. The search for a generalized cohomology theory underlying M-theory was advocated and initiated in [98] [99] [100] [101] and formulated in terms of cohomotopy in [97] .
Of course many different cohomology theories share a given rationalization (Figure 3) , so that the names assigned to these rational cohomologies theories ("Ktheory", "cohomotopy") a priori have a large degree of arbitrariness.
In fact, the seminal proposal that D-brane charge is quantized in K-theory is based on differential form-level (hence rational) computations [102] combined with a plausible but informal and unproven non-rational argument about tachyon condensation. [103, Sec. 3] , and partial consistency checks [104] . But other plausibility aguments indicate, on the contrary, that twisted K-theory can not be quite the right choice, for instance since it apparently produces spurious D-brane states [105, around (137) ], and since it seems to be incompatible with Sduality [106] [107, 8.3] .
What has been missing here, as throughout string/Mtheory, is an actual formulation of the ambient theory from which these questions could be decided systematically, without relying on educated guesswork and plausibility arguments.
The embedding of the question of D-brane charge into the broader structure of the brane bouquet may provide just that. Indeed, in Section 11 below we recall from [6] that in a full M-theoretic perspective rational D1/Dpbrane is equivalently in the fiberwise stabilization of the fiberwise looping of the double dimensional reduction of the M2/M5-brane charge. These are universal constructions that apply equally to any non-rational lift of M2/M5-brane charge. This way the question about non-rational Dbrane charge quantization reduces to that of non-rational M-brane charge quantization. We will turn to this below in Section 12.2. Now we explain how the brane bouquet knows about brane charge quantization.
Descent of cocycles.
First consider the general situation: Suppose a double stage in a bouquet of extensions, hence (by Figure 7) a diagram of super L ∞ -algebras of the form
Here the left vertical morphism may equivalently be regarded as a (multiplicative) lK (Z, p 1 )-principal ∞-bundle [85] (a higher gerbe) over g, so that the second cocycle µ p 2 +2 is a morphism on a space with lK (Z, p 1 ) ∞-action.
Therefore, a natural question is if this cocycle is equivariant with respect to this action. For this to have content, we need to specify also a lK (Z, p 1 )-action on its codomain lK (Z, p 2 + 2). Again by the general results of [85] , such a choice of action is actually equivalent to there being a corresponding homotopy fiber sequence as shown on the right here: (50) and with this the equivariance of µ p 2 +2 is equivalent to it descending to a dashed horizontal morphism µ unified , as shown, which makes the resulting square and the triangle commute up to homotopy (we do not display these homotopies for simplicity, but they are there).
We now specify this general situation to the case of D-branes and M-branes in the brane bouquet, Figure 1 . 
Descent of this situation turns out to be given by
The unified M-brane cocycle. [1] The separate super cocycles for the M2-brane and the M5-brane appear as
where
is the WZW-curvature of the Green-Schwarz-type sigma model for the M2-brane, while
is the WZW-curvature of the Green-Schwarz-type sigma model of the M5-brane. This has descent as follows
where on the right we have the rational incarnation of the quaternionic Hopf fibration. A basic and classical fact of rational homotopy theory gives that the Sullivan model of the 4-sphere is
with a generator G 4 in degree 4 and a generator G 7 in degree 7. In terms of this the unified M2/M5-brane cocycle comes out to be
and the fact that this is a homomorphism means that the bifermionic expressions on the left do satisfy the equation on the right in (58) . That this is indeed the case is due to the Fierz identities that were first presented in [68] .
These equations governing the Sullivan model of the 4-sphere dG 4 = 0 (60) are also precisely the equations of motion of the C 3 /C 6 -field in D = 11 supergravity. This alone shows that, rationally, the unified M2/M5-brane charge is in the nonAbelian generalized cohomology theory classified by the [108, 109] . We come back to this below in Section 12.2.
But, moreover, when formulated on superspace the torsion constraints of D = 11 supergravity say that the C 3 /C 6 -field is constrained to have bifermionic components precisely as in (59) . Hence the unified M2/M5-brane cocycle (59) discovers the supergravity C 3 /C 6 -field in the case of vanishing bosonic flux. We come back to this below in Section 12.1.
Double dimensional reduction
Underlying most of the dualities in string theory is the phenomenon of double dimensional reduction (going back to [110] ) so called because: i) the dimension of space-times is reduced by KaluzaKlein compactification on a fiber F ; ii) in parallel, the dimension of branes is reduced if they wrap F .
Here we explain the homotopy theory behind double dimensional reduction [8 [112] ). This turns out to be a beautiful application of basic elements of homotopy theory (homotopy base change) and serves as the central ingredient for T-duality and M/IIA-duality discussed further below. Therefore we will be more detailed here.
For example, double dimensional reduction is supposed to underly the duality between M-theory and type IIA string theory: i) space-time X 11 is an 11-dimensional circle-fiber bundle locally of the form X 11 = X 10 × S 1 over a 10-dimensional base space-time; ii) an M2-brane with world-volume Σ 3 = Σ 2 × S 1 wraps the circle fiber if its trajectory φ M 2 : Σ 3 → X 11 is of the form
As the Riemannian circumference of the circle fiber S 1 tends towards zero this effectively looks like the 2-dimensional worldsheet Σ 2 of a string tracing out a trajectory in 10-dimensional space-time: φ F 1 : Σ 2 → X 10 .
On the other hand, there is also "single dimensional reduction" when the membrane does not wrap the fiber space:
In this case it looks like a membrane in 10-dimensional space-time (see [112] ), now called the D2-brane (see [113] for an overview of D-branes).
Similarly the M5-brane in M-theory φ M 5 : Σ 6 −→ X 11 may wrap the circle fiber to yield a 4-brane in 10-dimensional, called the D4-brane or it may not wrap the circle fiber to yield a 5-brane in 10-dimensional, called the NS5-brane.
Beware the naïve treatment of branes in this traditional argument. And even naively, this is not the full story yet: The S 1 -fibration itself is supposed to re-incarnate in 10d as the D0-brane and the D6-brane. Hence double dimensional reduction from M-theory to type IIA string theory is meant to, schematically, involve decompositions as follows
We saw above that all super p-branes are characterized by the flux fields H p+2 that they are charged under, more precisely by the bispinorial component of H p+2 which is constrained to be super tangent-space-wise the form (64) where (E a , Ψ α ) is the super vielbein (graviton and gravitino). Hence we will formalize double dimensional reduction in terms of these fields. Again there is a naive picture to help the intuition: Let G 4 ∈ Ω 4 cl (X 11 ) be the differential 4-form flux field strength of the supergravity C-field. Under the Gysin sequence for the spherical fibration 
thus giving rise in 10-dimensional to i) a 3-form H 3 , the Kalb-Ramond B-field field strength to which the string couples; ii) a 4-form F 4 , the RR-field field strength in degree 4, to which the D2-brane couples.
Similarly the dual 7-form field strength G 7 decomposes as G 7 = (d x 10 )∧F 6 +π * H 7 thus giving rise in 10-dimensional to i) a 6-form F 6 , the RR-field field strength in degree 6, to which the D4-brane couples; ii) a 7-form H 7 , the dual NS-NS field strength to which the NS5-brane couples.
To first approximation background fluxes represent classes in ordinary cohomology (their charges), classified by the Eilenberg-MacLane spaces K (Z, •),
Hence the charge of G 4 /G 7 -flux, to first approximation, is represented by a classifying map
and we saw that under double dimensional reduction this is supposed to transmute into a map of the form 
Which mathematical operation could cause such a transmutation?
We will now find such an operation, which knows about all the fine print of brane charges, and then use it to give an improved definition of double dimensional reduction.
Reduction via free looping (no 0-brane effect)
We first record formally the state of affairs in the above story: In the above double dimensional reduction of the naive M-fluxes on a trivial 11-dimensional circle bundle we used i) the Cartesian product with the circle ii) functions out of the circle.
Let us have a closer look at these two operations: it is a classical fact about locally compact topological spaces (which includes all topological spaces that one cares about in physics) that given topological spaces Σ, X and F , then there is a natural bijection We will now see that the following general fact about adjoint functors serves to implement the above physics story of wrapped branes:
Fact (e.g. [62, Prop. 1.38]) The adjunct of a map of the form G : F × X −→ A is the composite of its image under Maps(F, −) with the adjunction unit η X :
Moreover, we will see that the following general fact in homotopy theory accurately implements the idea of dimensional reduction of the brane dimensions: Notice that for F = S 1 the circle, the mapping space L X := Maps(S 1 , X ) is also called the free loop space of X .
Proposition. For G a topological group, the free loop space of its classifying space is weakly homotopy equivalent to the homotopy quotient of G by its adjoint action:
In the special case that G is an Abelian topological group this becomes a weak homotopy equivalence of following simple form
In particular, if
These degrees capture the required reduction on brane dimensions! In order to amplify the crucial higher group structure on the classifying spaces, we will now write
Example. Consider naïve M-flux fields G 4 and G 7 on an 11d space-time that is a trivial circle bundle X 11 = X 10 × S 1 . Its charges is represented by a map of the form 
where on the right we have the transmuted coefficients by the above proposition. This is exactly the result we were after.
Better yet, the adjunction yoga accurately reflects the physics story: Consider a p-brane propagating in 10d space-times along a trajectory φ p : Σ p −→ X 10 and coupled to these dimensionally reduced background fields
Then, by adjunction, this is identified with a map of the form
and this is exactly the coupling we saw in the story of double dimensional reduction. So this works well as far as it goes, but so far it only applies to trivial circle fibrations and it does not see the D0-charge. Next we discuss the improvement to the full formulation.
Reduction via cyclification (with 0-brane effect)
In general the M-theory circle bundle (82) is only locally a product with of X 10 with S 1 . For example, the complement of the locus of a KK-monopole spacetime is a circle principal bundle with first Chern class equal to the charge carried by the KK-monopole (which is the corresponding number of coincident D6-branes in type IIA). Hence, in general, the above formulation of double dimensional reduction via the pair of adjoint functors S 1 × (−) Maps(S 1 , −) applies only locally.
However, the problem to be solved is easily identified: essentially by definition, in a circle principal bundle the fibers may all be identified with a fixed abstract circle S 1 only up to rigid rotation. Hence while in general the above wrapping-map X 10 −→ Maps(S 1 , X 11 ) given by sending each point of X 10 to its fiber "wrapping around itself" does not exist, it does exist up to forgetting at which point in S 
There is then the following generalization of the above proposition on transmutation of coefficients under double dimensional reduction Proposition. Let G be an Abelian topological group. Then there is a weak homotopy equivalence of the form
Notice that a twisting appears. This is a general phenomenon. We will see below that for the example of reduction of M-flux the twist that appears is that in the twisted de Rham cohomology F 4 = H 3 ∧ F 2 which connects RRfields F 2p with the H-flux H 3 .
Indeed this dimensional reduction is again an equivalent way of regarding the higher dimensional situation: (87) an S 1 -principal bundle and A some coefficients, there is a natural equivalence
Accordingly we have the following generalization of the previous example to the case with possibly non-trivial circle fibration and non-trivial D0-flux:
Example. Consider naive M-flux fields G 4 and G 7 on an 11d space-time that is an S 1 -principal bundle
Its charges is represented by a map of the form
By adjunction this is identified with a map of the form 
where on the right we transmuted the coefficients by the previous proposition. Hence the D0-brane charge appears! It is the first Chern class of the M-theory circle bundle.
Conclusion. The double dimensional reduction of any
This can be written schematically as
generalizing [111] [112] [114] . The operation
may be called cyclification because the cohomology of this quotient of the free loop space is cyclic cohomology. Shadows of this construction appear prominently also at other places in string theory notably in discussion of the Witten genus. A closely related concept in mathematics involving this is the transchromatic character map.
In fact this formalization of double dimensional reduction works also with geometry taken into account, notably it works in full super homotopy theory. The homotopycognescenti will realize that, abstractly, the cyclification adjunction is nothing but the ∞-topos-theoretic left base change along BS 1 → * .
Reduction on super p-brane cocycles
By the discussion of rational homotopy theory above we may think of L ∞ -algebras as rational topological spaces and more generally as rational parameterized spectra. For instance, we found above that the coefficient space for RRfields in rational twisted K-theory is the L ∞ l(ku BU (1)).
Hence in order to apply double dimensional reduction to super p-brane we now specialize the above formalization to cyclification of super L ∞ -algebras [8, Sec. 3] .
Definition. For g any super L ∞ -algebra of finite type, its
is defined by having Chevalley-Eilenberg algebra of the form
where g * is a copy of g * with cohomological degrees shifted down by one, and where ω is a new generator in degree 2. The differential is given for α ∈ ∧ 1 g * by
where on the right we are extending as a graded derivation.
Define Lg ∈ sL ∞ Alg in the same way, but with ω 2 := 0. For every g there is a homotopy fiber sequence
which hence exhibits Lg/R as the homotopy quotient of
Lg by an R-action.
The following says that the L ∞ -cyclification from above indeed does model correspond to the topological cyclification from Prop. 4.4.
Proposition. ( [115, 116] ) If g = l(X ) is the L ∞ -algebra associated by rational homotopy theory to a simply connected
p+1-brane Figure 4 Double dimensional reduction in the special case of single R-valued super cocycles. The wrapped part on the left is the reduction observed in the old brane scan [23] (see [86, p. 15] ). The non-wrapped part on the right is not a plain super cocycle, but a twisted super cocycle, related to the appearance of D-branes in the brane bouquet (Figure 1 ). Both the wrapped and the non-wrapped component are unified by dimensional reduction via cyclification in super homotopy theory [8, 6] .
corresponds to the homotopy quotient of the free loop space by the circle group action which rotates the loops.
Note that the cochain cohomology of the ChevalleyEilenberg algebra CE(l( L X /S 1 )) computes the cyclic cohomology of X with coefficients in R (whence "cyclification"). Moreover, the homotopy fiber sequence of the cyclification corresponds to that of the free loop space:
The following gives the super L ∞ -theoretic formalization of "double dimensional reduction" by which both the space-time dimension is reduced while at the same time the brane dimension reduces (if wrapping the reduced dimension). 
between L ∞ -homomorphisms out of the exteded super L ∞ -algebra g and homomorphism out of the base g into the cyclification of the original coefficients with the latter constrained so that the canonical 2-cocycle on the cyclification is taken to the 2-cocycle classifying the given extension.
Example. Let
be the extension of a super Minkowski space-time from
R be the line Lie (p + 3)-algebra and consider any super (p + 1)-brane cocycle from the old brane scan in
and the dimensionally reduced cocycle has the components shown in Figure 4 . But there is more: the unwrapped component of the dimensionally reduced cocycle satisfies the twisted cocycle condition
We will study there relations next.
Super topological T-duality
Among all dualities of string theory, T-duality is still the archetypical one. What has come to be known as topological T-duality (see [117] ) is the proposal that the global topological and cohomological aspects of T-duality between two space-times X and X carrying B-field strengths H 3 and H 3 , respectively, should be reflected' by a correspondence [118, 117] 
where i) the projections π and π exhibit both space-times as being circle bundles over a common base B , with Chern classes c 1 and c 1 , respectively, in the cohomology of B ; ii) the B-field strengths are related to these by
The correspondence space X × B X is the corresponding fiber product; we pointed out [8] that this is what elsewhere came to be called the corresponding doubled spacetime.
A core success of this proposed formalization of cohomological T-duality is that it implies an isomorphism between the twisted K-theory of X with the twisted Ktheory of X [117] 
which may be interpreted as a globalized version of Hori's formula for the Buscher rules of RR-fields under T-duality [118] . A grand generalization of this statement is constructed in [119] .
While these results strongly suggested that the rules of topological T-duality are a correct reflection of T-duality in string theory, there has not been an actual derivation of these rules from string theory. This used to be an open problem.
In [8, 2, 3] (for exposition see [120] ) we showed that when passing from plain space-time to super space-time and incorporating there the supergravity super torsion constraints, which constrain the bifermioninc components of the RR-forms to be given by twisted super cocycles as in the previous sections, then the rules of topological T-duality are indeed implied by the structure of these super cocyles. More explicitly, the super torsion constraints imply the rules of topological T-duality super tangent-space-wise and thus globally, see Figure 5 . Here we briefly review this. 
To see what this implies for the super RR-charges, hence the super cocycles for the D-branes, we may hence apply double dimensional reduction (from Section 8) in two ways: for the type IIA supercocycles along π IIA 9 , and for the type IIB supercocycles alont π IIB 9 . By the rules for double dimensional reduction, this process yields cocycles in
The key result now is that there is an isomorphism φ T which identifies these two double dimensional reductions Therefore all global operations, such as dualities, when formulated in superspace need to be such as to preserve this local structure. This is a strong constraint, which allows to derive the cohomological rules of "topological T-duality" from analysis of the Dp-brane's supercocycles [8, 2, 3] (exposition in [120] ).
Keeping in mind that our super homotopy-theoretic double dimensional reduction does not lose information, since it is adjoint to "oxidation", we may oxidize this situation back to a statement on the correspondence space. There we find it is exactly the kind of pull-push isomorphism representing Hori's formula for the Buscher rules of the R-fields [8, Prop. 6.4] : 
Black brane scan
Plausible but informal folklore has it that M-theory must exhibit some "hidden degrees of freedom" inside orbifold singularities [91, Sec. 4.6] (see [122] ). The question of how to fill this idea with formal life had been completely open. We review here how the results of [11] suggest that, ratio- nally, the right kind of extra degrees of freedom appear when enhancing the unified M2/M5-cocycle (59) from plain to equivariant homotopy theory (see [121] ).
The key observation here is that we may interpret a core theorem of equivariant homotopy theory, Elmendorf 's theorem (see [121, Thm. 1.3.6, 1.3.8] ), as providing exactly the missing connecton between orbifold geometry and "hidden degrees of freedom" localized inside the fixed point singularities. See Figure 6 .
Instanton contributions. So far we have entirely been considering the super cocycles of the super p-branes, which are the (curvatures of) their WZW-terms. Of course this is just one term in the Lagrangian density for the Green-Schwarz-type sigma models for these super sigma models, the other being the kinetic NG-action, proportional to the proper super world-volume. Exactly that appears now in the equivariant enhancement at the given black brane's embedding locus [11, Sec. 6 .2], see Figure 7 .
This exhibits in fact the superembedding perspective on super p-branes [20] , where not just the target space is a supermanifold, but also the world-volume of the super p-brane is, and where the embedding fields are super embeddings picking half-BPS loci.
M/IIA duality and gauge enhancement
Applying double dimensional reduction (Section 8) to the M2/M5-brane charge in cohomotopy yields the F1/D0/D2/D4-brane cocycle in IIA in truncated twisted K-theory, rationally [4, Sec 3.] .
We may then invoke fiberwise Goodwillie linearization to parameterized stable homotopy theory. This induces the missing D6/D8 brane charges, completes the cocycle to a cocycle in un-truncated twisted K-theory (rationally) and hence exhibits gauge enhancement [6] . This is reviewed in a separate contribution to this collection [123] and hence we will not further discuss it here.
Outlook -Beyond rational
In conclusion, we find that natural progressions in super homotopy theory discover at least the rational/infinitesimal core structures of M-theory; see Figure 8 .
Reduction to mathematical classification. Like other classifications in pure mathematics, for instance that of finite groups, these are god-given structures that pure homotopy theorists could have and eventually would have discovered by themselves, even if no hints from pertur- bative string scattering had been available. This suggests that super homotopy theory holds the key principle for unraveling M-theory, and that further refinement of these classifications, beyond the infinitesimal/rational approximation, should reveal it.
M-theory from the absolute superpoint? For example, in the homotopy-theoretic enhancement of algebraic geometry to spectral algebraic geometry [124] it is natural to regard the superpoint, which as a graded scheme is
instead as a spectral scheme (which are automatically graded! see also [125, Sec. 2] )
where S denotes the sphere spectrum (as in Figure 2 ), R is some ring spectrum serving as the ground ring, and where ∧ denotes smash product and Σ(−) denotes suspension of spectra. In fact, the only canonical choice at this point seems to be R = S itself (the "real integers"), which suggests that the absolute superpoint should be the spectral scheme
It would be interesting to work out the bouquet of universal invariant higher central extensions in spectral algebraic geometry that grows out of this absolute superpoint, in direct analogy to the bouquet growing out of R 0|1 in Figure 1 . Since S 0|N is a highly non-rational version of R 0|N , it would be a plausible conjecture that this spectral bouquet discovers M-theoretic structure beyond the rational approximation. But working this out is mighty hard and will need to be done on another day.
Towards microscopic M-theory.
In the meantime, we may try to climb down from the heavens of god-given structures with what we already managed to grasp there, and see if with some educated guesswork we may complete the infinitesimal/rational higher structure of Mtheory, as in Figure 8 , to a global and torsionful structure that passes some consistency checks of a putative formulation of M-theory. We will discuss this in [39] . Here we just close with some brief indications. Figure 9 The bouquet of universal invariant extensions of the "absolute superpoint" S 0|N in spectral algebraic geometry would suggest itself as the god-given completion of the brane bouquet in Figure 1 , beyond the infinitesimal/rational approximation. This remains to be worked out.
Looking at Figure 8 and in view of the discussion in Section 10, the task is to consistently define a theory of supergravity coupled to higher gauge fields subject to the following: We require that on each equivariant super tangent space G R 10,1|32 equipped with its canonical super vielbein, the theory is given in rational approximation by an equivariant enhancement of the canonical M2/M5-brane super cocycle
as indicated in Figure 6 . But the required refinement of both sides is fairly clear (see Figure 10 ):
i) on the left we are led to super torsion-free orbifold supergravity (Section 12.1); ii) on the right we are led to differential equivariant Cohomotopy (Section 12.2). Figure 11 ). Note that this is the perspective of super Cartan geometry on supergravity [126, 127] , which in the physics literature is the "geometric perspective on supergravity" due to [68, 69] . Supergravity equations of motion from torsion constraints. In particular, by the classical result of [128] , the condition that the global supergravity geometry coincides with that of super Minkowski space-time on the infinitesimal neighborhood of each point is equivalently the condition that the super torsion tensor vanishes. Moreover, by the striking result of [129, 130] Hence when viewed through the lens of higher Cartan geometry, the brane bouquet naturally leads to on-shell 11-dimensioanl supergravity.
Orbifold supergravity
We could take this one step further and demand that the super orbifold space-time geometry X is equivalent to that of R 10,1|32 not only on each first-order infinitesi- Figure 11 Super Cartan geometry is, mathematically, the most natural formulation of supergravity [126, 127] . It is also implicit in the powerful "geometric" approach to supergravity in the physics literature [68, 69] . Last not least, its local-to-global principle is just the kind of principle needed to obtain from the rational/infinitesimal brane bouquet ( Figure 1 and Figure 8 ) a global and torsionful theory of supergravity/M-theory. mal neighborhood, but on the full formal neighborhood. Again by [128] [126, Sec. 3] , this is now equivalent to the further constraint that in addition to the flux also the Einstein curvature tensor vanishes. Flat orbifolds are universal quantum geometries. The resulting flat and fluxless supergravity would be essentially trivial in ordinary geometry, but here, in the higher geometry of super orbifolds, it is not only highly nontrivial, but also curiously relevant for M-theory:
On the one hand, a "flat orbifold" (often: "Euclidean orbifold", e.g. [133, Sec. 13] ) really means that it is flat away from the orbifold singularities, while curvature is concentrated singularly inside the orbifold singularities. In particular there are "flat orbifolds" whose underlying topological space is an n-sphere (the simplest of these being the pillowcase orbifold structure on the 2-sphere). This is noteworthy because flatness away from the singularities means that we have a "universal spacetime without quantum corrections" (in the sense of [134] ) which is thus guaranteed to be a solution to 11-dimensional supergravity with all M-theoretic higher curvature corrections included, which is otherwise a wide open problem (see e.g. [131] ). At the same time, our ambient equivariant super homotopy theory ensures that M-theoretic degrees of freedom hidden inside the orbifold/curvature singularities are being accounted for (see Figure 6 ). 
Consistent:
all Planck-scale geometry crammed into orbi-singularity (necessary for microscopic N ∼ 1) Figure 13 Microscopic M-theory on flat and fluxless orbifold space-times. In the microscopic "small N -limit" black branes are consistent only as cone branes [33, Sec. 2 & 3] , [132, Sec. 8.3] . These are flat and fluxless orbifolds with "hidden degrees of freedom" inside the orbifold singularities -which by [11] is taken care of by equivariant homotopy theory, via Elmendorf's theorem ( Figure 6 ).
of the examples of orbifolds considered in the string/Mtheory literature, anyway.
In summary this means that equivariant super homotopy theory of flat superorbifold space-time does have a plausible chance to know about microscopic M-theory.
M-brane charge quantization in cohomotopy
We had seen in Section 7 that analysis in rational homotopy theory (Figure 3 ) reveals the unified M2/M5 super cocycle, hence the C 3 /C 6 -field (59) , to have coefficients that are rationally the 4-sphere, hence that the M-brane charge quantization is rationally given by cohomotopy in degree 4.
While there are many non-rational lifts of the rational 4-sphere, one immediately stands out as being minimal with respect to number of cells: the actual 4-sphere, classifying actual cohomotopy cohomology theory in degree 4 [108, 109] . This is noteworthy, since homotopy-theoretic formulation of M/IIA-duality [6] , reviewed in Section 11, applies also to any non-rational lift of M-brane charge quantization and hence implies a non-rational lift of Dbrane charge quantization. [11] ADE-singularity [135, 132] 
Spin ( More precisely, in view of the discussion in Section 10 we are to ask for a lift beyond the rational approximation in equivariant homotopy theory, which similarly leads to consideration of the equivariant 4-sphere under its canonical O(5)-action, see Figure 14 .
Hence the rational analysis of the brane bouquet suggests that the correct charge quantization of the C 3 /C 6 -field in in some version of differential Pin(5)-equivariant 4-cohomotopy. We will describe this cohomology theory in [39] and discuss various consistency and plausibility checks.
Here we close with sketching one of these checks.
Open problem of M5-branes at ADE-singularities. By [33] the general form of a black M5-brane solution to 11d supergravity is a metric that has the following two limits in terms of the Riemannian scale, expressed in units of the Planck length P times the cube root of the number N ∈ N of "coincident" M5-branes: i) in the near horizon/large N -limit ( P N 
The tacit assumption would be that the action of G on the 4-sphere is free, hence that the homotopy quotient coincides with the usual quotient, S 4 G = S 4 /G. The analogue of this statement does hold for the M2-brane space-times, as long as they are > 1/4 BPS [135] . But this does not actually hold for M5-branes [132, Sec. 8.3] : In that situation the action is in fact the one induced from the left action of SU (2) on H via the following identification:
With this 4-sphere we have of course that there are fixed points on the 4-sphere itself. This indicates that, contrary to what may have been anticipated, the fixed point locus of the near-horizon geometry is not empty, meaning that we did not actually remove the full fixed M-brane form the space-time:
If we choose a local chart in which AdS-space-time is topologically R 5,1 × R >0 , then we see that we did remove a 5-brane world-volume R 5,1 at the origin, but that spreading out from this removed locus are two rays of fixed stratum in the directions S 0 ⊂ S 4 (thinking of S 4 as the unit sphere of "directions" away from the M5 locus). This situation becomes clearer/more pronounced as we go to the far horizon limit, because there we get the identifications shown on the right in the following: 
We see on the right that, in the far horizon limit, what started out seeming to be a black M5-brane ends up being an MK6-monopole space-time! But in fact, in other parts of the literature it is wellknown that the M5-brane is a "domain wall" inside the MK6, pertinent literature is referenced in "Table L" in [11] , see the rows with Examples 2.7 and Examples 2.8, and see the illustrating graphics in Example 2.7:
The green label G W in this graphics shows how the actual M5-brane-locus inside the MK6-brane locus was mathematically isolated in [11] : namely the MK5-singularity is intersected there with another singularity, such that the joint fixed locus is just R 5,1 instead of R 6,1 .
This works, but (thinking now of super space-times) the extra intersection also reduces the fermionic spacetime directions by half and hence actually identifies the "N = (1, 0)"-supersymmetric M5-brane (as per the last three rows in the table of Prop. 4.19 in [11] ) but not the N = (2, 0)-supersymmetric M5-brane.
It remained an open problem how to pick, in a mathematically systematic way the, the codimension-1 sublocus of R 6,1 , which is really codimension-1 also as supermanifolds, hence which does not restrict the fermionic dimensions.
Solution in equivariant cohomotopy. We close by indicating that this open problem is resolved if M-brane charge is quantized in equivariant cohomotopy.
First observe the classical fact that, by PontryaginThom theory plain 4-cohomotopy (before equivariant enhancement) classifies cobordism classes of co-dimension 4 submanifolds in space-time [97] (see e.g. [137, Ch. IX] for background). After equivariant enhancement, this statement refines to produce information about "hidden degrees of freedom inside singularities": it now says that G-equivariant cohomotopy classifies submanifolds inside the G-singularities of space-time of co-dimension the dimension of the G-fixed points (S 4 ) G . Now for G ADE ⊂ SU(2) ⊂ diag Pin(5) a non-Abelian finite subgroup of SU(2), we have dim S 4 G ADE = 1 and hence we discover that G ADE -equivariant 4-cohomotopy classifies codimension-1 submanifolds inside MK6-ADE-singularities of D = 11 space-times. By the above discussion, this is exactly what is needed for realizing the M5-brane at ADE-singularities in M-theory. This and other aspects of the formulation"microscopic M-theory" suggested by the brane bouquet are discussed in more detail in [39] 
